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Antique Tall Kitchen Clock
PRECAUTIONS:
1) When moving your clock, always remove the pendulum.
2) Make sure the clock is wound TIGHT every 7 days. You CAN NOT over wind your
clock, so be sure you have it wound tightly.
3) Stop the pendulum when you go on vacation. Try NOT to let the clock run down.
4) Do not turn the minute hand backwards or turn the hour hand by itself, Except when
synchronizing the strike.
SET-UP

1) Remove the tissue from behind the dial. This holds the suspension wire in place.
2) Attach the pendulum carefully onto the wire hook of the suspension spring behind the
dial.
3) Gently place the clock where it is going to set.
4) Tap the pendulum to start it swinging. This will start the clock running.
SETTING THE TIME

There are 2 ways to set the time:
Turn the minute (long) hand clockwise, stopping at each hour and half hour,
Be sure to let the clock complete its striking each time.
OR stop the pendulum from swinging and wait for the time to catch up.
I

HAND AND STRIKE SYNCHRONIZATION

You may need to resynchronize your clock if it ......
1) Strikes the hour when the minute hand is pointing to the half-hour. SEE “SOLUTION A”
2) OR if the clock is striking once for the half-hour when the minute hand is pointing to
the hour. SEE “SOLUTION A" on next page.
3) The clock is striking a different number of times than what the hands indicate.
SEE “SOLUTION B” on next page.
The strike will get off on a clock from either, a) being moved or, b) if it runs completely
down from not being wound in time.

“WE ALWAYS HAVE TIME FOR YOU”

